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List Activity

- Sebastien Decugis, 17/11/2009 (GMT-5):
  - Hop-by-hop issue for application advertisement
  - Need to specify usage of the Application Id
  - ALL-REALM vs. ALL-APPLICATION vs. ??
  - Smaller issues / editorial

- Jouni Korhonen, 04/12/2009 (GMT-5):
  - Would like to see real-world example of requirement
  - Is this one application that others can benefit from, or have to redefine all applications to use it?
  - Potential conflict between DNS and Diameter cache times
  - Questions setting of 'M' flag
Follow-Up

- Expect to issue new version within next month
- Would like to discuss application issue now
  - Intention is that this is like the relay application, usable by any other application
  - Need to understand further the hop-by-hop issue